
faculty of media & creative arts gun policy
RELATING TO FMTV FILM SHOOTS

humber college follows very strict policies when it comes to filming guns as part of a story in film. the fmtv 
program only permits the use of replica guns on certain approved projects. several rules must be followed in 
order to gain this permission.

1. humber does not permit the use of real firearms. only replicas can be used and must be rented through a 
professional industry prop shop. (see note at end of document regarding gun rental contact) you may not use 
any replica gun of your own. you must provide the rental agreement in your insurance package (or 10 days prior 
to the shoot).

2. the prop shops will connect you with a professional wrangler for the replica, who must be hired to be on set 
at any time the replica is present. the replica wrangler cannot be a fellow student or someone with a license 
that relates to other uses. we require the wrangler to be from the prop house and paid his/her professional 
wage.

3. if your production takes place out-of-doors, your production must also have a paid off-duty police officer on 
set throughout the shoot where the replica and wrangler will be present.

4. you must contact the local police about the details of your film shoot, even if it is on private property and 
even though you have a police officer present. the local police office must have this information on record 
in advance of your film shoot. you must approach them with all of your information, including your wrangler 
info, and if applicable, the information about the paid off-duty officer. the best way to do this is in writing, with 
a formal approach letter. you must also provide a detailed production schedule and details of the times you 
will have a replica gun used. you must provide your ip teacher with a copy of the response you receive from the 
police, prior to the shoot.

5. if you are shooting in a populated area and also for any outdoor shoot, you will need to notify local 
residents of your film shoot and inform them of the scenes that will involve replica firearms. you should 
consult with the wrangler and police when doing this.

6. you must read and follow the safety guidelines for the film & television industry in ontario on firearms. 
these can be found at: www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/hs/pdf/gl_film_tv.pdf while this document gives 
information about using real guns, humber college does not allow the use of real guns. however, the 
information can be applied to replicas as well. you may be required to inform the city of toronto permit office, 
but you should consult with your wrangler about this, since you are using replicas.

7. you must sign a copy of this handout, stating that you have read and abide by these rules. you must also 
provide your executive producer with a digital and hard copy prior to your shoot.

i _________________________(your name) have read the gun policies for using firearm replicas on humber 
college (fmtv) film production shoots. i hereby confirm that i will abide by all the rules set out and take full 
responsibility for all requirements being met.

signature

this is the contact information for the company:
movie armaments group (mag)
55 logan avenue
toronto, ontario canada
m4m 2m9
phone: 416-465-7376
fax: 416-466-9339
email: moviearms@gmail.com

*we are aware that you may be told you do not require a wrangler for a replica, however, 
in the interest of safety and most industry shoot standards, we are abiding by this rule.
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